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Abstract
Previous investigations have indicated that RNAs are mostly present in the minor popula-

tion of the youngest platelets, whereas translation in platelets could be biologically impor-

tant. To attempt to solve this paradox, we studied changes in the RNA content of reticulated

platelets, i.e., young cells brightly stained by thiazole orange (TObright), a fluorescent probe

for RNAs. We provoked in mice strong thrombocytopenia followed by dramatic thrombocy-

tosis characterized by a short period with a vast majority of reticulated platelets. During

thrombocytosis, the TObright platelet count rapidly reached a maximum, after which TOdim

platelets accumulated, suggesting that most of the former were converted into the latter

within 12 h. Experiments on platelets, freshly isolated or incubated ex vivo at 37°C, indicated

that their “RNA content”, here corresponding to the amounts of extracted RNA, and the per-

centage of TObright platelets were positively correlated. The “RNA Content” normalized to

the number of platelets could be 20 to 40 fold higher when 80–90% of the cells were reticu-

lated (20–40 fg/platelet), than when only 5–10% of control cells were TObright (less than 1fg/

platelet). TObright platelets, incubated ex vivo at 37°C or transfused into mice, became TOdim

within 24 h. Ex vivo at 37°C, platelets lost about half of their ribosomal and beta actin RNAs

within 6 hours, and more than 98% of them after 24 hours. Accordingly, fluorescence in situ
hybridization techniques confirmed the presence of beta actin mRNAs in most reticulated-

enriched platelets, but detected them in only a minor subset of control platelets. In vitro, con-
stitutive translation decreased considerably within less than 6 hours, questioning how pro-

tein synthesis in platelets, especially in non-reticulated ones, could have a biological

function in vivo. Nevertheless, constitutive transient translation in young platelets under

pathological conditions characterized by a dramatic increase in circulating reticulated plate-

lets could deserve to be investigated.
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Introduction
The major primary hemostatic functions of blood platelets (PLTs) imply a series of rapid signal
transduction events generally completed within a few seconds or minutes [1]. PLTs can also
participate in vascular inflammation, through mechanisms which are less well characterized in
terms of their kinetics, especially in vivo [2]. The idea that PLTs might possess a functional
translation system is attractive since according to this view, these cells would play a role in lon-
ger term cellular and immunological responses [3]. Translation in PLTs has been documented
for nearly half a century [4]. However, its reality has been questioned on the grounds of the
possible presence of contaminating leukocytes in PLT preparations [5]. Moreover, human
PLTs contain rather small amounts of RNA [6], which would question its biological function.

Staining of PLTs with new methylene blue, a rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) dye,
allows the identification of a minor RER-rich population known as reticulated PLTs (retPLTs)
[7]. This population can also be distinguished by flow cytometry (FC) after staining with thia-
zole orange (TO), a fluorescent probe for double stranded RNA molecules [7]. Animal studies
have shown that TObright PLTs are relatively young, being less than 36 h old [8,9], whereas the
PLT life span is 5 or 10 days in mouse and human, respectively; so, they represent a minor pop-
ulation, between less than 10% and a few percent of all PLTs, respectively. Increased TObright

PLT counts have been associated with acute blood loss or reactive thrombopoiesis, in particular
in cases of idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura [10,11]. In this latter pathological context,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed that retPLTs contained RER, while meta-
bolic labeling indicated that protein synthesis occurred in these cells [12].

Up until now, the precise characterization of the RNA content of PLTs has been neglected
because PLTs were predominantly considered to be vestigial remnants of megakaryocytes
(MKs). The experimental evidence that translation can occur in PLTs nevertheless challenged
this view and incites one to better characterize their RNA content. In this objective, we studied
the time-dependent changes of the “RNA content” of PLTs (defined as the RNA molecules
extracted from PLTs), the integrity of their rRNA, the life span of beta actin mRNA in platelets
placed in ex vivo conditions and, the constitutive biosynthetic activity in PLTs. Steady state
conditions were compared with experimental conditions characterized by the transient pres-
ence of a vast majority of retPLTs. Our results were then correlated with previously published
genetic studies of PLTs to assess the biological relevance of the deduced relative amounts of
specific mRNAs in PLTs. Our experimental system also provides a unique means of investigat-
ing in vivo the functional characteristics of retPLTs.

Results

Ablation of megakaryocytes (MKs) and experimental non-immune
thrombocytopenia
Mice transgenic for Cre-inducible diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) [13] and Cre recombinase
under the control of the MK-specific PF4 promoter [14] received DT for 4 days. Profound
thrombocytopenia developed during the following days. In general, PLT counts reached a
nadir three days later, i.e. on day 7 (22 +/- 17 103 PLTs/μL, n = 20) and rebounded to 250–800
103 cells/μL on day 8 (Fig 1A). In control animals receiving saline, PLT counts were stable
(1110 +/- 163 103 PLTs/μL, n = 5).

Since the life span of mouse PLTs is about 5 days [15], this time course indicated that DT
killed maturing MKs, while PLT rebound occurred after the restoration of full MK differentia-
tion. This hypothesis was confirmed by TEM analysis of bone marrow from saline- or DT-
treated animals, one day after the last dose of DT, i.e on day 5. DT treatment resulted in a two-
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fold reduction in MK density (Fig 1B, left panel). Classically, four stages of MK differentiation
may be identified by TEM, the stages III and IV characterizing PLT-producing MKs [16]. In
control animals, the relative frequencies of the different types of MKs increased with matura-
tion, except for the less frequent end-stage (type IV) cells (Fig 1B, right panel, a typical stage III
MK is shown in Fig 1C in the first row). In contrast, in DT-treated animals, 24 h after the last
dose of DT (on day 5), most of the MKs were viable stage I cells or dead/dying cells displaying
a pycnotic nucleus, swollen mitochondria and clear cytoplasm (Fig 1B, right panel, a pycnotic
MK is shown in Fig 1C in the second row). Remarkably, on day 8 the bone marrow of DT-
treated mice presented evidence of increased megakaryopoiesis, as indicated by the higher MK

Fig 1. Enhancedmegakaryopoiesis and thrombopoieisis after DT-mediated MK ablation. F1 iDTR x PF4-Cre mice received 100 ng/day DT or saline for
4 days (first injection on day 1). PLT counts decreased during the following days and PLT rebound occurred between days 7 and 8. (A) PLT counts of saline-
and DT-treated mice (n = 5 and 20, respectively) were measured on day 7 and 8. Horizontal bars indicate the mean values of the counts. Comparing the
different conditions, a two way ANOVA analysis followed by a Bonferroni post-test indicated a p value of <0.001, except for saline treated samples on days 7
and 8, which displayed no significant differences. (B) On day 5, bone marrow samples from 3 saline- and 3 DT-treated mice, with two sections per sample,
i.e. 6 sections per condition, were analyzed by TEM; total numbers of 172 and 133 MKs were observed, respectively. MKs were classified according to their
morphology, either as classical stage I to IV, or as pycnotic cells. Left, the density of MKs per unit area (14,400 μm2) was determined on sections from
untreated and treated mice; the histograms represent the mean distribution and standard deviation on the sections analyzed. Right, the percentages of the
different types of MKs, including pycnotic cells, were calculated on sections from saline- and DT-treated mice. (C) Upper panels, representative images of a
stage III MK from untreated mice, left whole cell, right enlarge field showing the presence of α and δ granules and mitochondria (m). Lower panels depict a
typical MK from DT-treated mice with a pycnotic nucleus (left panel) and swollen mitochondria (sm)(lower right panel). (D) Representative TEM images of
bone marrow sections from DT-treated mice on day 8. Note the accumulation of MKs (1), the presence of whole MKs and large fragments of MKs (2) and the
presence of proPLTs (arrows), PLTs (arrow heads) (3) and retPLTs (4) in a bone marrow vessel.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g001
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density (Figs 1D1 and S1), as previously reported [17,18]. Large MK fragments and whole MKs
were detected in the bone marrow sinusoids (Fig 1D1 and 1D2), as likewise prePLTs and RER-
containing PLTs (Fig 1D3 and 1D4, respectively).

Thus, administration of DT induced the ablation of maturing MKs, blocking PLT genera-
tion and resulting in progressive thrombocytopenia. Four days after the cessation of DT treat-
ment (on day 8), megakaryopoiesis and thrombopoiesis were dramatically enhanced.

Transiently synchronized thrombopoiesis produces a burst of reticulated
PLTs
This series of events provided the opportunity of analyzing young PLTs in terms of their char-
acteristics and fate. Young PLTs can be distinguished by FC, on the basis of their fluorescence
after labeling with TO, an RNA dye. At the beginning of day 8, in control mice, two markedly
different TObright and TOdim PLT populations could be identified (Fig 2A), 7.5 +/- 1.7%
(n = 17) of these cells being TObright. Using the same FC analysis strategy for DT-treated ani-
mals, this percentage typically exceeded 75–80% (83.8 +/- 7.8, n = 27) (Fig 2B, left panel). The
mean PLT volume in DT-treated mice was larger than in control animals (6.8 +/- 0.26 vs 5 +/-
0.23 fL; n = 27 or 17, respectively, p<0.0001) (Fig 2B, right panel). On day 8, TEM analyses of
PLTs from DT-treated mice revealed the presence of RER membranes and Golgi sacs, confirm-
ing that in contrast to control PLTs, they were reticulated (S2 Fig).

The kinetics of PLT rebound were then followed during day 8. TObright PLT counts reached
their highest levels between time points 8 and 11 h, while TOdim PLT counts already started ris-
ing at 5 h, to become the major population between 11 and 24 h (n = 5). PLT counts exceeded
twice the normal value when considering the 24 h time point (Fig 2C).

This temporary inversion of the TOdim and reticulated TObright PLT populations facilitates
the handling of retPLTs. Since the time interval during which most of the PLTs are TObright is
narrow, the thrombopoiesis may be considered to be transiently “synchronized”.

Fig 2. Inversion of the TObright and TOdim PLT populations. F1 iDTR x PF4-Cre mice were treated as described in Fig 1. On day 8, PLTs were stained with
TO and an A647-conjugated anti-GP1bβmAb and analyzed by FC. (A) Two regions, corresponding to TObright (++) and TOdim (+) PLTs, could be
distinguished. (B) PLTs were labeled with TO and analyzed by FC to deduce the proportion of TObright cells (left). The mean PLT volume was determined
using a hematology analyzer (right). T-tests indicated a p value of <0.0001 when comparing day 7 and day 8 parameters. (C) In a separate experiment, blood
samples were drawn on day 8 (0, 2, 5, 8 and 11 h) and day 9 (24 h). Total PLT counts were obtained using a cell counter and the percentage of TObright PLTs
was determined by FC analysis using gates as defined in S3A Fig. The TObright and TOdim PLT counts were subsequently deduced (n = 5).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g002
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TO labeling can be used to qualitatively analyze the RNA content of
mouse PLTs
TO is a fluorescent probe for RNA molecules often used for FC studies of young PLTs. Never-
theless, since the nucleotides in PLT granules can significantly contribute to the fluorescence of
TO-stained human PLTs [19], preliminary control experiments were performed with PLTs
from saline- or DT-treated mice.

Firstly, PLTs were stained as described in the methods section (labeled with TO and the
anti-Gp1bβmAb RAM1 and fixed with paraformaldehyde, standard staining), or first fixed
and permeabilized, treated or not with RNase and then stained with TO and RAM1. FC analy-
sis was done using gates adapted to the staining conditions (fixed vs fixed and permeabilized),
as detailed in S3A Fig. Under standard staining conditions, 8% of the PLTs from saline-treated
animals were TObright (upper row), vs 82% for DT-treated animals (lower row). Fixation and
permeabilization resulted in a decrease in their mean fluorescence intensity, in agreement with
the view that nucleotides contribute to the fluorescence of TO-stained PLTs. Further incuba-
tion with RNase did not significantly modify the fluorescence of the TOdim cells. In contrast,
the fluorescence of TObright PLTs was reduced to that of TOdim PLTs. Only a minority of PLTs
from DT-treated mice remained TObright (9% of PLTs), but their mean fluorescence intensity
was reduced. These experiments demonstrated that the TO fluorescence is an appropriate qual-
itative indicator of the presence of RNA molecules in TObright populations.

Secondly, as some of the experiments described used in vitro incubations which could be
accompanied by degranulation processes, we looked at how thrombin-induced complete
degranulation interfered with the analysis of PLTs (S3B Fig). Two types of gate were employed
to analyze thrombin-activated PLTs, one optimized for resting control PLTs (first two rows)
and used in all other experiments in this paper, the other optimized for activated PLTs (lower
row). When activated cells were analyzed, use of the latter gate conserved the ratios of TOdim

and TObright PLTs (lower left histogram). In contrast, a moderate decrease in the percentage of
TObright PLTs was observed if the gates defined for resting PLTs were used (85.1 ± 1.5 vs
74.4 ± 2.5% TObright PLTs for cells from DT-treated animals, 5.8 ± 0.3 vs 3.5 ± 0.2% TObright

PLTs for cells from saline-treated mice, activated vs resting PLT gates, respectively, n = 3).
These experiments confirmed that the fluorescence intensity of TOdim and TObright PLTs was
reduced after degranulation; nevertheless, the percentage of TObright PLTs was moderately
underestimated when the gates defined for resting PLTs were used.

Fate of TObright PLTs in vitro and in vivo: TO fluorescence and in vivo
lifespan
The dynamics of the TOdim and TObright PLT populations (Fig 2C) suggested that within less
than 12 h, most TObright PLTs became TOdim (compare 0 h vs 11 h and 11 h vs 24 h). To better
analyze these dynamics, washed PLTs were prepared on day 8 from saline- or DT-treated mice
and incubated ex vivo for 6 or 24 h at 22 or 37°C. During the incubation, total numbers of
PLTs remained stable (Fig 3A, left panel). FC analysis of PLTs labeled with JONA-PE, an anti-
activated GPIIbIIIa mAb, indicated that the vast majority of them (93.4 ± 0.8% vs 96.4 ± 0.2%
for PLTs from saline- or DT-treated animals, respectively, n = 3) remained non-activated after
6 h, as also a majority of the cells after 24 h at 37°C (69.5 ± 0.4% vs 89.4 ± 0.8% for PLTs from
saline- or DT-treated animals, respectively) (S4A Fig). Electron microscopy revealed that most
if not all of the PLTs incubated at 37°C for 24 h were discoid and contained alpha and dense
granules, whereas only a very small number of necrotic/apoptotic PLTs was observed. Thus,
the major signs of activation were missing (S4B Fig, data only shown for PLTs from DT-treated
mice). FC analysis of TO-stained PLTs confirmed the presence of a large majority of TObright
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cells after DT treatment, indicated that the percentage of TObright PLTs was stable at 22°C but
decreased by a factor of two within the first 6 h and, was below 5% after 24 h at 37°C (4.16 +/-
0.20%, n = 3; Fig 3A, right panel).

To confirm that these in vitro observations were representative of in vivo physiology, pools
of washed PLTs from saline or DT-treated mice were prepared, and transfused into recipient
mice expressing EGFP or Tomato fluorescent protein in all their cells. Since PLTs from DT-

Fig 3. Life span of retPLTs in vitro and in vivo. (A) On day 8, washed PLTs were prepared and incubated for the indicated times at 22°C or 37°C in
Tyrode’s albumin/DMEMmedium. At each time point, PLT counts were recorded (left panel) and cell samples were stained with TO and analyzed by FC to
determine the percentage of TObright PLTs (retPLTs) (right panel) (saline- and DT-treated animals, white and grey bars, respectively) (n = 3). (B) On day 8,
pooled washed PLTs were prepared from 3 saline- or DT-treated F1 iDTR x PF4-Cre mice and injected into 3 mice expressing EGFP in all cell types. Blood
samples obtained 15 min, 1 h 15, 6 h 15 and 24 to 96 h after PLT transfusion (respectively time points 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, etc.) were stained with
Alexa647-conjugated RAM1 and analyzed by FC. As also depicted in (C), the RAM1+/SSCdim gate (G1) corresponding to all single PLT events was defined
and then the RAM1+/EGFP- transfused PLTs (G2). The percentage of transfused PLTs at a given time (ratio of the number of events in G2 to that in G1) was
normalized to that at time 0 to deduce the percentages of remaining transfused PLTs. (C) On day 8, pools of washed PLTs from saline (-DT) or DT- (+DT)
treated mice were transfused in Tomato-expressing mice and their fate was followed for 48h. Blood samples obtained 15 min, 1 h 15, 3 h 15, 6 h 15, 9 h 15,
24, and 48h after PLT transfusion were stained with TO and Alexa647-conjugated RAM1 and analyzed by FC. The first row depicts the gating strategy used
to analyze the fate of transfused non-fluorescent PLTs: RAM1+/SSCdim gate (G1) corresponding to all single PLT events was defined and then the RAM1+/
Tm- transfused PLTs (G2) and the Ram1+/ TOdim (G3) and TObright (G4) transfused PLTs were successively selected. Lower dot plots represent the
distribution of remaining transfused PLTs at different times. The G3 and G4 gates were defined, based on the profile of control PLTs from saline-treated mice
at time 0 (lower right dot plot). (D) Upper panel, the percentage of remaining transfused PLTs at a given time (ratio of the number of events in G2 to that in G1)
was normalized to that at time 0. Lower panel, the ratio of the number of events in G4 to that in G2 provided the percentage of remaining TObright cells among
transfused PLTs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g003
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treated animals are young, we anticipated that their lifespan would be longer than that of PLTs
from saline-treated control mice. Indeed, 48 h after transfusion into EGFP+ mice, the count of
PLTs from saline-treated animals decreased by 50%, whereas that of PLTs from DT-treated
animals was stable (Fig 3B). Two way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni post hoc test compar-
ing PLTs from saline- and DT-treated animals revealed that the differences in the numbers of
remaining transfused retPLTs vs control PLTs displayed a p value of<0.001 at times 24, 48
and 72 h. The half-life of transfused retPLTs was between 48 and 72 h, in agreement with the
estimated 5 day lifespan of PLTs in mice [20], confirming the good quality of the transfused
cells. These observations also highlight the potential advantages of retPLTs for transfusion.

The fate of the TObright phenotype was then investigated in vivo. Pools of washed PLTs from
saline or DT-treated mice were transfused into Tomato-positive mice and their fate was fol-
lowed for 48 h. Blood samples were drawn at different times and the PLTs were counted and
labeled with TO before analysis by FC (Fig 3C). At time 0 (15 min after transfusion), the ratio
of Tomato-negative transfused PLTs to Tomato-positive recipient PLTs was 4–6%. As
observed in transfusion experiments in EGFP+ mice, the numbers of transfused PLTs from
DT-treated animals remained fairly stable for 48 h, while the numbers of transfused control
PLTs decreased by 50% within this period. A two way ANOVA followed with a Bonferroni
post hoc test comparing PLTs from saline and DT-treated animals revealed that the differences
in the percentages of remaining transfused PLTs at times 6, 9, 24 and 48 h (Fig 3D, upper
panel) displayed p values of< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 and 0.001, respectively. When the TObright

PLTs were analyzed, a decrease of their relative number could be noticed as soon as 3 h after
transfusion, while only a few remained 24 h later (Fig 3D, lower panel). One may also note that
the percentage of TObright PLTs from saline-treated animals appeared to decrease more rapidly;
two way ANOVA showed a p value 0.001 for the differences between saline- and DT-treated
animals at times 3, 6 and 9 h.

Thus, in both ex vivo incubations at 37°C and in vivo experiments, the TObright phenotype
was lost within 6 h in about 50% of PLTs, and was almost completely lost in less than 24 h.

Comparison of the RNA contents of control and TObright PLTs
Under our experimental conditions, TO fluorescence qualitatively indicated the presence of
RNA in PLTs. We thus checked how the mean fluorescence intensity of TO-labeled PLTs was
quantitatively related to their “RNA content”, here corresponding to Trizol-extracted RNA
purified on silica matrix, thus excluding small RNAs. On day 8 of the protocol, erythrocyte-
and leukocyte-depleted PLTs were prepared from mice receiving saline (control) or DT. FC
analysis of 106 PLTs showed that the content of residual erythrocytes and leukocytes was less
than 2/106 PLTs (S5 Fig).

Purified RNA molecules were checked by capillary electrophoresis on a Bioanalyzer. This
instrument provides two indicators of the RNA quality, the RNA integrity number (RIN) and
the ratio of the amounts of 28S and 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA). The algorithm for RIN deter-
mination was developed by applying adaptive learning tools to analyses of nucleated mamma-
lian cells. In this general situation, RIN is the preferred measure of RNA quality, due to its
better reproducibility [21]. A RIN value of 10 is optimal and is usually obtained for RNA
extracted from freshly isolated nucleated cells as in the case of in vitro differentiated MKs. RIN
values of RNAs from retPLTs were above 9 (S6A Fig), whereas this parameter was lower but
could exceed 8 for PLTs of saline-treated animals (not shown). The profiles of the RNA from
control PLTs were characterized by the presence of multiple marked peaks, contrary to what
was observed for nucleated cells and retPLTs (S6A Fig), making the interpretation of the RIN
number delicate for PLTs. Consequently, we preferred to use the 28S/18S ratio as quality
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indicator of purified PLT RNA. Higher values of 28S/18S ratio (>1.3) were correlated to
retPLTs percentages above 90% (S6B and S6C Fig), whereas this ratio was in general about 0.9
for control PLTs (S6C Fig). The ratio of purified RNA to the number of freshly isolated PLTs
could reach 20 to 40 fg/PLT for preparations displaying 80–90% TObright, much more than for
PLTs from untreated animals (0.6–0.9 fg/PLT), containing only 5–10% TObright PLTs (S6D
Fig). Since under normal conditions less than 10% of PLTs are TObright, these data provide
quantitative confirmation of previous qualitative estimations of the very low RNA content of
TOdim PLTs deduced from FC analyses of TO-labeled PLTs [22].

Decay of rRNA in retPLTs
Altogether, these results suggested that retPLTs lose their TObright fluorescence because their
RNA content decreased. To confirm this hypothesis, washed retPLTs were incubated in vitro at
37°C for different periods of time. At each time point, the PLT counts were controlled and
PLTs were stained with TO and analyzed by FC, or alternatively fixed, permeabilized, immuno-
labeled with the anti-rRNA monoclonal antibody Y10b [23,24] and analyzed by confocal
microscopy [25]. FC analysis showed that at times 0, 6 and 24 h, 80, 33 and 2% of the PLTs
were TObright, respectively. In immunofluorescence microscopy experiments, Y10b did not
label retPLTs treated with RNase, confirming its specificity (S3C Fig). At time 0, PLTs from
DT-treated mice were more strongly stained by Y10b than PLTs from mice receiving saline
(Fig 4A, left panels), while Y10b labeling of the retPLTs decreased within a few hours (e.g. at 4
and 24 h, Fig 4A, right panels). Analysis of 500 cells for each condition revealed that the fluo-
rescence intensity of retPLTs diminished fourfold within 6 h (Fig 4B) and after 24 h at 37°C, it

Fig 4. Fate of rRNAs.On day 8, washed PLTs from DT- or saline-treated mice were resuspended in Tyrode’s albumin/DMEMmedium and incubated at
37°C for different periods of time. (A) PLTs were incubated for 0, 2, 4, 6 and 24 h. The percentage of TObright PLTs, determined at 0, 6 and 24 h, was 82, 33
and 2%, respectively. At each time points, PLT samples were fixed and permeabilized, stained with the anti-rRNAmAb Y10b and A647-conjugated anti-
mouse IgGs, counterstained with an A488-conjugated anti-GP1bβmAb and analyzed by confocal microscopy. PLT outlines, determined by Photoshop
analysis of anti-GP1bβ staining, are depicted. Representative micrographs of analyzed cells from DT-treated animals (+DT) at times 0, 4 and 24 h and from
saline-treated animals (-DT) at time 0 are shown. (B) The mean fluorescence intensity per unit area in each PLT stained with Y10b (+) or an isotype-matched
control antibody (C) (y-axis, log2 scale) was calculated as described in the methods; 500 to 550 PLTs from DT-treated mice (+) or saline-treated mice (-) were
analyzed for each condition. A one way ANOVA analysis followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test comparing each pair of conditions gave p values of <0.001
(continuous bars) or <0.01 (dashed bars). Other combinations of Y10b stained samples were not statistically different.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g004
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dropped to that of PLTs from animals receiving saline. Since the mAb Y10b recognizes 5.8S,
18S and 28S rRNA [24] and 5.8S rRNA controls ribosome translocation [26], this decreased
fluorescence strongly suggested that intact and therefore probably functional ribosomes
decayed during the period of analysis.

RNA content and integrity decrease in PLTs incubated ex vivo at
physiological temperature
The above observations were confirmed by direct biochemical analysis of the fate of the PLT
RNA. Leukocyte- and erythrocyte-depleted retPLTs were prepared and incubated in vitro at
37°C for different periods of time. At each time point, the PLTs counts were controlled and the
cells were stained with TO and analyzed by FC. Total RNA was then extracted with Trizol,
without adsorption step on silica matrix, in the presence of defined amounts of bacteriophage
MS2 genomic RNA, as an internal control of RNA extraction. The amounts of MS2 RNA
recovered were similar in all preparations, indicating similar yields for all extractions and thus
that no significant RNA degradation occurred during the extraction procedure. In contrast, the
PLT rRNA peaks strongly diminished within the first 6 h and were no longer detected after
24 h (Fig 5A). The quantity of PLT RNA, deduced from the electropherograms and normalized
to the quantity of MS2 RNA recovered in each sample, was reduced by a factor of 2 after 4 h of
incubation at 37°C. During this period of time, the 28S/18S ratio decreased twofold, here again
indicating that the activity of the remaining ribosomes could be strongly compromised.

The decays of 28S rRNA and of beta actin mRNAmolecules in PLTs incubated in vitro at
37°C were also analyzed by reverse transcriptase followed by real time quantitative PCR (RT-
qPCR). MS2 RNA added as internal control of RNA extractions was used to normalize the
data. These experiments not only confirmed the rapid decay of rRNA, but also indicated that
mRNAs such as beta actin transcripts also decay with a rather similar kinetics (Fig 5B). In con-
trol experiments without reverse transcriptase, no specific amplification products were gener-
ated (data not shown). Of note, at time 0, the ratio of the copy numbers of reverse transcribed
beta actin and 28S rRNA molecules deduced from these experiments was 0.02 ±0.007 (n = 5).

We then compared the presence of transcripts in retPLTs and control ones using RNAscope
fluorescence in situ hybridization technique. PLT rich plasma were prepared from saline or
DT-treated animals; FC analysis confirmed that more than 98% of the cells were PLTs, of
which 6 and 93% were reticulated, respectively (not shown). PLTs were processed and labeled
with beta actin- or ubiquitin C-specific probes, or B. subtilis DapB negative control ones.
Hybridized probes were revealed by alkaline phosphatase and the fluorescent HD-assay RED
reagent, which forms a precipitate visible using bright field or fluorescence microscopy. The
samples were also counter-stained with Alexa 488-conjugated anti-GP1bβmAb (Fig 5C) and
DAPI (DAPI+ cells were rare and absent in Fig 5C views). The irrelevant B subtilis DapB probes
did not significantly stain PLTs (lower left panels), demonstrating the stringency of the experi-
mental conditions. When retPLTs were labelled with actin or ubiquitin C mRNA probes, cells
brightly stained with the HD-assay RED reagent were often poorly labelled with the anti-
GP1bβmAb (see representative events indicated by arrows on the Fig 5C, upper left panels).
Since these cells were not stained with DAPI (not shown) and because 98% of the cells in the
treated samples were PLTs, the weak anti-GP1bβ labelling likely results from a masking effect
resulting from the precipitation of the reaction products. Analysis of several micrographs
revealed that about 8% of the control PLTs (25 out of 320 GP1bβ+ cells) and 80%f retPLTs
(230 out of 291 GP1bβ+ cells) were stained with the beta actin probe (Fig 5C, upper panels).
About 22% of the retPLTs (46 out of 204 GP1bβ+ cells) were labelled by anti-ubiquitin C
mRNA probes (representative micrographs, lower right panels), whereas control PLTs were
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virtually not stained (not shown). The pattern of beta actin mRNA distribution is in agreement
with the quantitative difference of RNA content between reticulated and control PLTs estab-
lished with RT-qPCR assays and flow cytometric assays.

Fig 5. Decay of the quality of PLT RNA. In another series of experiments, washed PLTs from DT-treated mice were resuspended in Tyrode’s albumin/
DMEMmedium and incubated at 37°C for 0, 2, 4, 6 and 24h. At the end of each time interval the percentage of TObright PLTs was determined by FC, after
which PLT RNA was extracted in Trizol reagent containing MS2 genomic RNA (see methods) (n = 4). (A) The profiles of extracted RNAs were analyzed on a
Bioanalyzer; a representative series of profiles is shown. Y-axis scales (fluorescence units) are identical for all the electropherograms (20 FU per
subdivision). The asterisks indicate the position of MS2 RNA and the right electropherogram corresponds to pure MS2 RNA. First number, time; second
number, percentage of TObright PLTs; third number, 28S/18S RNA ratio; fourth number, percentage of remaining PLT RNA. (B) The decays of rRNA and beta
actin mRNAwere analyzed by RT-qPCR (see details in method section). Representative amplification curves for MS2, 28S rRNA and beta actin cDNAs at
time 0 are shown (1/50 diluted samples, triplicates). No specific amplification products were generated in control experiments without reverse transcriptase
(not shown). The relative normalized expression of 28S rRNA and of beta actin mRNA relatively to time 0 were calculated as described in the method section.
Histograms represent means and SEM from the 4 independent experiments. C) The presence of beta actin and ubiquitin C transcripts in freshly isolated
control and reticulated PLTs was assessed using RNAscope technique. The stringency of the conditions was checked using B subtilis-specific DapBmRNA
probes. Hybridized probes were revealed using alkaline phosphatase and HD-assay RED reagent. PLTs were then counterstained with A488-conjugated
anti-GP1bβmAb and DAPI. Upper panels, retPLTs (left, DT) and control PLTs (right, WT) labelled with actin mRNA-specific probes. The masking effect of
RED reagent-derived large precipitates on anti-GP1bβ staining is illustrated by arrows. Lower left panel, retPLTs labelled with negative control DapB probes.
Lower right panel, retPLTs were stained with Ubiquitin C-specific probes. DAPI staining is not shown because no cells were labelled in the chosen views.
Scale bar: 10 μm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g005
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Translation rapidly decreases in PLTs incubated ex vivo at physiological
temperature
These findings implied that translation in PLTs should rapidly decay. To check this conclusion,
washed and leukocyte- and erythrocyte-depleted PLTs were prepared from saline- and DT-
treated mice and incubated or not for different periods of time at 37°C. Proteins were metaboli-
cally labeled with 35S methionine and cysteine for 30 min and then analyzed by SDS-PAGE.
Coomassie blue staining confirmed that similar amount of proteins were analyzed in all condi-
tions. Autoradiography demonstrated that constitutive translation was much more efficient in
reticulated than in freshly isolated control PLTs. In retPLTs, it strongly decreased within the
first 6 h of incubation and was very weak after 24 h, while at these times it was not observable
in control cells (Fig 6).

RNA content of human PLTs in transfusion bags
Finally, we examined the RNA content of human PLTs in bags of PLT concentrates prepared
for transfusion, which represent pools of 5 donors, so that possible inter-individual variability
is smoothed. These bags were kept for different periods of time ranging to up to 48 h, at 22°C,
their storage temperature before transfusion, or 37°C. The pH and pO2 remained stable during
this time frame (pH22°C 7.2–7.3, pH37°C 7.0–7.3; pO2117-150 mm Hg at both temperatures).
FC analysis of PLTs labeled with annexin V showed no major differences at any time point or
temperature (8%-14% positive PLTs in the analyzed samples), while as usually observed in
storage conditions, P-Selectin was exposed on the PLTs after incubation (33 and 40% at 22°C,
11 and 28% positive PLTs at 37°C after 20 and 48 h, respectively). At each time point, RNA
was extracted with Trizol reagent and analyzed (Fig 7). The mean RNA content of the PLTs in
newly prepared bags was 0.6 fg/PLT, while the presence of large amounts of small RNA mole-
cules was a characteristic feature; these represented about 50% at time 0 and more at later time
points. Small RNAs were still present after 48 h, compatible with their abundance at time 0 in a
mix of 0 to 10 day old blood PLTs. The rRNA peak heights later decreased relative to the peaks
of small RNAs, indicating degradation of rRNA, a property which was amplified at 37°C. This
degradation was confirmed by the evolution of the 28S/18S ratio, from just below 0.7 at time 0
to approximately 0.3 at 6 h, whether the cells were incubated at 22°C or at 37°C. After 48 h at

Fig 6. Decay of translation in PLTs.Washed PLTs were prepared from saline- (-DT) or DT-treated mice
(+DT), incubated for 0, 6 and 24h at 37°C and metabolically labeled with 35S methionine and cysteine for 30
min as described in the method sections. PLT lysates (25μg/lane) were analyzed by SDS-PAGE under
reducing conditions, Coomassie blue-stained (left panels), or autoradiographed for 4 days (right panels).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g006
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22°C, rRNAs were still present, whereas at 37°C these molecules were already no longer detect-
able after 20 h.

Thus, in human PLTs kept in transfusion bags, the life span of rRNA was less than one day
at 37°C. However, rRNA was better preserved at the storage temperature.

Discussion
It is well known that PLTs contain small amounts of RNA. This RNA is mostly present in
newly generated PLTs, said reticulated due to the presence of the RER translation site. Consti-
tutive translation in all PLTs has been documented; on one hand it is more active in young
PLTs [27], but on the other hand, leaving aside PLT subpopulations, it appears to mainly occur
in mitochondria [28]. We here revisited this topic by investigating the changes in the RNA con-
tent (defined as the ratio of the amount of extracted RNA molecules to the number of PLTs, or
the yield of extracted RNA per PLT, or by TO fluorescence) in PLTs, freshly isolated or aging
ex vivo or in vivo. In addition we analyzed the ex vivo decay of 28S rRNA and beta actin mRNA
by RT-qPCR and, we compared the distribution of beta actin transcripts in freshly isolated con-
trol and retPLTs using RNAscope fluorescence in situ hybridization technique. The conse-
quences for constitutive protein synthesis were then evaluated.

This was made possible by inducing a transient state characterized by the presence of a vast
majority of young PLTs. After administration of DT in mice expressing its receptor in MKs,
mostly stage I MKs (characterized by a horseshoe-shaped nucleus and the absence of specific
granules [16]) and pycnotic MKs were observed in the bone marrow. Thus, in DT-treated
mice, mature MKs were absent and consequently, thrombopoiesis was impaired. Recently, this
model of MK ablation has been used to demonstrate a role of MKs in the homeostatic regula-
tion of stem cell populations; in particular MK ablation appeared to result in the loss of their
quiescence [17,18].

Four days after cessation of the treatment, the MK density in the bone marrow was about 5
fold that in control mice, indicating that the treatment had induced the accumulation of MK
progenitors. At that time, thrombopoiesis was very active, as indicated by electron microscopy
images of bone morrow and kinetics of PLT counts, so a spectacular transient inversion of the
proportion of young PLTs in mice was noticed, as assessed by FC after staining of PLTs with
TO (TObright PLTs). The mean volume of these PLTs was significantly increased, as is seen in

Fig 7. Fate of human PLT RNAs in transfusion bags. Transfusion bags were incubated and sampled at 22°C or 37°C for 0, 6, 20 or 48 h. PLT activation
was checked by FC after staining with FITC-conjugated annexin V or anti-P-selectin mAb. Total RNA was extracted and analyzed on a Bioanalyzer 2100 and
electropherograms of the extracted RNA are shown. The 28S/18S RNA ratios are indicated between the rRNA peaks and the percentages of small RNAs are
shown above the small RNA peaks. AnnV and P-Sel, percentage of annexin V- and P-selectin-positive PLTs (ND, not determined).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148064.g007
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humans when thrombopoiesis is enhanced, for example in different forms of thrombocytope-
nia [10]. TEM showed that these cells contained RER and Golgi compartments, which are
rarely observed in PLTs under normal conditions, but have been described in the context of idi-
opathic thrombocytopenic purpura [12].

Ex vivo experiments (time course analyses of washed PLTs incubated at 37°C for different
periods) and in vivo assays (time course analyses of PLT subsets during experimental thrombo-
cytosis or after transfusion) allowed analysis of the time-dependent changes in the RNA con-
tent of PLTs. These changes were assessed (i) by FC determination of the relative numbers of
TOdim and TObright cells, (ii) by extracting PLT RNA content and calculating the ratio of the
amount of extracted RNA to the number of PLTs, by capillary electrophoretic analysis of
extracted RNA molecules, (iii) by RT-qPCR analysis of 28S rRNA and beta actin mRNA decay
and (iv) by immunofluorescence staining of PLTs with an anti-rRNA antibody. Ex vivo experi-
ments allowed follow-up of the RNA content of PLTs from a given time point, avoiding the
confounding continuous generation of new retPLTs. As discussed below, in vivo assays con-
firmed the validity of the ex vivo strategy.

Part of the TO fluorescence of PLTs has been attributed to the binding of TO to nucleotides
in dense granules [19]. Control experiments confirmed that RNA molecules were responsible
for most of the fluorescence of TObright PLTs, but did not significantly contribute to that of
TOdim PLTs. In addition, we validated our strategy for the FC analysis of PLT subsets by show-
ing that under our conditions, the relative proportions of the TOdim and TObright subsets were
moderately affected by complete PLT degranulation.

In a first series of experiments, we showed that TObright PLTs from DT-treated animals
incubated ex vivo at 37°C were twofold less numerous after 6 h and had completely disappeared
after 24h. At these times, most of the PLTs from DT-treated animals incubated at 37°C did not
express an activated phenotype, as shown by the low percentages of PLTs expressing activated
GPIIb-IIIa (<5% after 6h,<10% after 24 h, S4A Fig). Notably, electron microscopy showed
that most of the cells displayed no signs of activation. These data strongly suggest that PLT
activation does not contribute to a major extent to the decay of fluorescence in retPLTs from
DT-treated mice incubated ex vivo. In contrast, after 24 h at 37°C, but not at early time points,
activated GPIIb-IIIa was expressed on nearly 30% of control PLTs. This property probably
reflects the expected presence of a relatively important fraction of 3–5 day old PLTs, which
could be more susceptible to senescence processes, most likely due to the decay of anti-apopto-
tic proteins in aging PLTs [29,30]. In any case, these observations for control PLTs at the 24 h
time point do not alter the validity of the conclusions deduced from the analysis of other condi-
tions (i.e., at other time points and in PLTs from DT-treated animals), where activated GPIIb-
IIIa was present on only a small fraction of PLTs.

In vivo, the counts of transfused PLTs from saline-treated animals decreased by 50% within
48 h, whereas those of PLTs from DT-treated animals remained quite stable for 48 h; this dif-
ference also probably reflects the respective ages of the transfused cells. The count of the TOb-

right population among transfused PLTs decayed with kinetics similar to those observed for
retPLTs incubated in vitro at 37°C, strongly suggesting that our observations concerning PLTs
incubated in vitro are biologically relevant. Finally, in DT-treated animals, during the first day
of thrombocytosis the continuously generated TObright PLTs appeared to become TOdim within
12 h (compare time 0 h vs 11 h and 11 h vs 24 h). Thus, all our in vitro and in vivo observations
were concordant and indicated that the numbers of TObright PLTs decreased with comparable
kinetics in the two conditions.

Biochemical analyses confirmed the correlation between the percentage of TObright PLTs
and the estimated mean RNA content of PLT preparations. This correlation was observed in
different preparations of freshly isolated, more or less reticulated PLTs (S6 Fig). Ribosomal
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RNAs disappeared in PLTs incubated in vitro at 37°C. According to our in vitro data, their
half-life appeared be rather short, possibly 4 h, as compared to the values measured in tissues
or cultured cells which exceed a few days [31–33]. RT-qPCR assays indicated that mRNA
could also rapidly decay in retPLTs, as exemplified with beta-actin mRNA, one of the most
abundant protein-encoding transcripts in PLTs. In addition, the RT-qPCR analysis of RNA
extracted at time 0 indicated that the relative normalized expression of beta actin mRNAs to
28S rRNA was 0.02 ±0.007, which was substantially higher than for in vitro differentiated
mouse megakaryocytes (0.003, n = 3, data not shown) and, than their relative numbers in
human cell lines (about, 0.001) [34]. Although additional experiments could be necessary to
define the actual ratio of the corresponding RNA molecules in PLTs, these data are compatible
with the observed over-representation of beta actin sequence reads in RNA-seq experiments
[35–37]. The limited presence of beta actin mRNAs in PLTs could be confirmed with the use of
RNAscope technology, a powerful method allowing the detection of specific transcripts in indi-
vidual cells. Indeed, beta actin probes stained the vast majority of retPLTs (80% of them), but
in contrast, only a minority of control PLTs (8% of them). These observations reflect at an indi-
vidual PLT level our results about the RNA content of entire PLT populations from control
and DT-treated animals.

The ratio of the amount of extracted RNA to the number of freshly isolated PLTs could
reach 20 fg/retPLT, even 40 fg/retPLT when more than 90% of the cells were TObright, but was
less than 1 fg/PLT in control PLTs, where only 5–10% of the cells were reticulated. These esti-
mates strongly suggest that non-reticulated PLTs contain on average substantially less than 1
fg/PLT. One may note that, based on the total molecular mass of 18S and 28S rRNA (2.24 106

D), 1 μg of RNA contains less than 2.68 1011 18S and 28S molecules, or in simplistic terms less
than 268 copies of rRNA per fg. Our experiments indicate that most of these molecules are
detected in retPLTs, which raises the question of whether non-reticulated PLTs are equipped
with efficient translation machinery, especially if the translation elongation rate is taken into
account. In mouse stem cells, this rate has been estimated to be 5.6 amino acids per second
[38], although of course this rate needs to be precisely determined for PLTs. In any case, consis-
tent with our observations, metabolic labeling revealed that in retPLTs, most of the translation
activity vanished within 6 h at 37°C, approaching that of freshly isolated PLTs (Fig 6, compare
+ DT at 6h and—DT at 0h). These observations strongly suggest that under normal conditions,
constitutive translation is confined to the minor fraction of retPLTs.

We observed that the RNA content of mouse and human PLTs was more labile at 37°C than
at 22°C. This temperature dependence indicates that RNA degradation could be coupled to cel-
lular processes, for example RNautophagy [39,40], microparticle generation or mobilization of
RNase from subcellular structures. A priori, the in vitro generation of microparticles from
PLTs would contribute to the concomitant consumption of assembled ribosomes and hence of
both types of rRNA, which did not appear to occur to a major extent. The faster disappearance
of the 28S rRNA peak would be better explained by RNase-dependent processing.

Several reports have concluded that activation of human or mouse PLTs resulted in IL-1β or
Bcl3 synthesis [41–43], while components of the splicing and translational machineries were
found to be present and to participate to activation-induced mRNA splicing followed by their
translation [44,45]. Moreover, in situ RT-PCR experiments followed by hybridization with
PCR-generated probes indicated the presence of spliced IL1-βmRNA in all activated platelets
[46]. In contrast, another study failed to provide evidence that leukocyte-depleted PLTs release
IL-1β [5]. If we take into account our analysis of the RNA content of PLTs and the genetic pro-
filing studies of human PLTs using RNA-seq methods [35,36,47], translation in PLTs can be
discussed from another point of view. The values of the normalized expression ratios of genes
relative to that of β-actin are available [36,37] or can be deduced from the data provided [35].
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These compatible data indicate that 60–90 genes [37] or about 200 genes [35,36] display a ratio
of>0.01, in other words, the number of their transcripts could exceed 1/100 of the number of
β-actin transcripts. Although this latter assertion requires a general validation, it has been con-
firmed by RT-qPCR analyses performed on a limited number of test genes [35–37]. This nor-
malized expression ratio for ubiquitin C was estimated to 0.28 ±0.08% (n = 10) [36], which
could explain why the corresponding probes ─ used as positive control in nucleated cells ─
only stained a subpopulation of retPLTs. For IL-1β and BCL3, when given (a minority of the
PLT samples in the three studies), the ratios were far below this 1/100 threshold; moreover, in
one paper, these genes did not figure on the list of those expressed at a level exceeding 1/10,000
of that of β-actin [36]. Although accurate experimental confirmation could be needed, the
absence of IL-1β or BCL3 from the list of genes expressed at a level of above 1/10,000 of that of
β-actin [36] is difficult to reconcile with the claims that all PLTs can synthesize IL-1β when
incubated with LPS [41,42,46], or that PLT activation results in Bcl3 synthesis, which subse-
quently allows clot retraction [43]. Further studies will be necessary to clarify what experimen-
tal or theoretical methodological bias could explain these conflicting observations and
interpretations.

Our ex vivo labeling experiments demonstrated that retPLTs display a constitutive active
translation system, which nevertheless mostly vanishes within a few hours. In agreement with
our data, previous studies have shown that amino acid incorporation was more important in
young PLTs [27]. Notably, the electrophoretic profiles of proteins revealed by autoradiography
or Coomassie staining indicated that the highest metabolic incorporations corresponded to the
most abundant proteins. This suggests that the most biologically active mRNAs encode the
major proteins in MKs, and hence their translation in PLTs may not be expected to have a sig-
nificant biological function. It cannot be excluded that very active proteins could be constitu-
tively biosynthesized after PLT generation, but these molecules remain to be identified.

In clinical practice, the retPLT count is a useful marker of thrombocytopenia, as it indicates
an increased production of PLTs in response to their pathological consumption and excludes a
defect in thrombopoiesis. Two main techniques based on fluorescent dyes targeting RNA mol-
ecules identify the so-called “immature PLT fraction” (IPF) and retPLTs, which are partially
correlated, indicating that the two methods investigate different features of young PLTs. In the
healthy population, the mean percentages of IPF and reticulated PLTs are 3.4% and 1.4–2.2%,
respectively [48]. The IPF can be moderately expanded in coronary artery disease [49], renal
transplant recipients [50] or thrombocytopenic neonates [51], or can dramatically rise to 20%
or more in PLT consuming diseases such as disseminated intravascular coagulation or autoim-
mune thrombocytopenia [52]. Higher IPFs have been reported, but could be artifactual, due to
interference from apoptotic blood cell fragments [53]. Our work raises the question as to
whether the transient constitutive translation in IPF could have biological implications in path-
ological states accompanied by a dramatically increased number of these PLTs.

Several studies have indicated that retPLTs display increased reactivity in classical func-
tional in vitro tests, although investigating the biology of retPLTs in vivo is a difficult task [54].
Our experimental system now provides a unique opportunity to investigate, not only in vitro
but also in vivo, the functional characteristics of retPLTs and the biological relevance of transla-
tion in PLTs in specific processes, such as the recruitment of young PLTs, or the PLT lifespan.
This latter aspect is interesting with regard to PLT transfusion. Indeed, while control PLT
counts significantly decreased 24 h after transfusion, a 24–48 h lag time was observed when
retPLTs were transfused (Fig 3D). These observations are reminiscent of a clinical assay con-
sisting of the transfusion of PLT preparations with an increased IPF in children undergoing
autologous peripheral hematopoietic progenitor cell transplantation, who subsequently experi-
enced reduced transfusion needs [55]. Thus, our experimental system provides a model to
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assess the in vivo behavior of retPLTs and to investigate their potential advantages in
transfusion.

Methods

Animals
Experiments were performed in 8 to 10 week-old mice carrying an inducible diphtheria toxin
receptor gene (CBy.B6-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(HBEGF)Awai/J) (iDTR mice), control wild type
mice (BALB/CByJ), or in mice carrying the Gt(ROSA)26Sortm4(ACTB-tdTomato,-EGFP)
Luo/J allele (Jax1mice 7576), all purchased from Charles River Laboratories (L’Arbresle,
France). HR35 mouse strain that ubiquitously express EGFP under beta-actin promoter was
kindly provided by P Chambon, Illkirch. PF4-Cre (C57BL/6) mice [14] were kindly provided
by R. Skoda. F1 iDTR x PF4-Cre female mice were used in all experiments. To better control
the PLT rebounds, experiments were preferentially performed in 2–3 month-old mice. Throm-
bocytopenia was induced by daily i.p. injection of 100 ng DT (Santa Cruz) for 4 days and
checked 3 days later (on day 7). All mice were housed in the animal facilities of the EFS-Alsace
(agreement N° D67-482-10). Mice were anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane before DT
administration, small blood sample collection, or PLT transfusion. Animals were sacrificed by
inhalation of CO2 (conscious animals) or cervical dislocation (end of experimental procedures
on anesthetized animals).

Ethic statement
The human blood samples were obtained from voluntary and unpaid donors, recruited by
EFS-Alsace blood donation center (Etablissement Français du Sang-Alsace; http://www.efs-
alsace.fr/), where the research was performed. On each blood collection occasion, the donors
signed an informed consent indicating that the samples could be used for research purposes.

Ethical approval for the animal experiments was in accordance with the European Union
directive 2010/63/EU. The study was approved by the Regional Ethic Committee for Animal
Experimentation of Strasbourg, C.R.E.M.E.A.S. (CEEA 35).

Mouse PLT preparation and erythrocyte and leukocyte depletion
PLTs were isolated 4 days after the last DT injection (on day 8). Mice were anesthetized with
an i.p. injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (20 mg/kg) and blood was collected
from the aorta into acid citrate dextrose anticoagulant. The entire preparation of washed PLTs
was performed at room temperature. Mouse blood was centrifuged at 2300g to obtain PLT rich
plasma. The PLT count was determined using a Scil Vet abc plus hematology analyzer to adjust
the subsequent washes to a concentration of 600,000 PLTs/μL. After incubation for 10 min,
PLT rich plasma was centrifuged at 2200g and the PLT pellet was resuspended in Tyrode’s
albumin buffer (5 mMHepes pH 7.35, 0.35% human serum albumin) supplemented with
0.5 μM PGI2 and 10 U/mL heparin. After incubation for 10 min, 0.5 μL/mL PGI2 (10

−3 M) was
added and the PLTs were centrifuged at 1900g. This washing step was performed a second
time and the PLTs were finally resuspended at 300,000/μL in Tyrode’s albumin buffer contain-
ing 0.02 U/mL apyrase. These PLT preparations were used for immunofluorescence and in
vitro translation experiments.

For RNA analyses, blood samples were first centrifuged on Histopaque 1077 (Sigma-
Aldrich) supplemented with 0.5 μM PGI2 (10

−3 M) and 10 U/mL heparin at 250g for 30 min,
after which washed PLTs were prepared from the interface containing PLTs. Residual numbers
of erythrocytes and leukocytes were counted on a Scil Vet abc plus analyzer. The preparations
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were then depleted of erythrocytes and leukocytes by incubation with Dynabeads coated with
the monoclonal antibodies Ter119 and 30-F-11 (anti-mouse CD45) (both from Biolegend; 1 μg
antibody/25 μL beads, as recommended), using a ratio of 3 antibody-coated beads per target
cell and two serial depletion steps. Depletion was controlled by FC analysis of 106 PLTs (S5
Fig) and the ratio of residual leukocytes to PLTs was always less than 2/106.

For transfusion experiments, washed reticulated PLTs were prepared from three DT-treated
mice having PLT counts between 200 and 400 103/μL. The washed PLTs were resuspended at
1.2 106/μL and aliquots of the suspension were injected retro-orbitally into mice expressing
tdTomato or EGFP protein (150 μL/mouse). Blood samples were collected 15 min after trans-
fusion (time 0) and then 1, 3, 6, 9, 24, 48 and 72 h later.

In all ex vivo incubations, washed PLTs (in Tyrode’s albumin buffer) were finally resus-
pended at 300,000/μL in Tyrode’s albumin buffer mixed with DMEM (1/1, v/v) supplemented
with 0.02 U/mL apyrase.

Metabolic labeling
Leukocyte- and erythrocyte-depleted washed PLTs were incubated in complete DMEM/Tyr-
ode’s albumin medium (1/1 v/v) at 37°C for various periods of time before sampling (after 10
min, 5 h 30 and 23 h 30). PLT samples were washed using two serial centrifugations at 1900g
in cysteine-free DMEM/Tyrode’s albumin buffer supplemented with 0.5 μM PGI2, incubated
in methionine- and cysteine-free DMEM/Tyrode’s albumin buffer for 30 min at 37°C, washed
again using two serial centrifugations in cysteine-free DMEM/Tyrode’s albumin buffer supple-
mented with 0.5 μM PGI2 and then labeled in methionine- and cysteine-free DMEM/Tyrode’s
albumin medium supplemented with 35S methionine and cysteine (0.5 mCi/109 PLTs/1 mL,
Perkin-Elmer) for 30 min at 37°C After labeling, the PLTs were washed using two serial centri-
fugations in methionine- and cysteine-free DMEM supplemented with 0.5 μM PGI2 and plate-
let pellet was lysed in 100 μL of 2% SDS at 95°C for 5 min. Protein concentrations were
determined using a BCA assay (Thermo Scientific) and 25 μg samples were loaded onto SDS
polyacrylamide gels (4–15%, Biorad). After electrophoresis, the gels were stained with Coomas-
sie blue G250, fixed, dried and autoradiographed (Amersham Hyperfilm MP, D Dutscher).

RNA extraction
Blood was collected mice and leukocyte- and erythrocyte-depleted washed PLTs were prepared
as described above. About 109 PLTs from untreated animals, or 2 108 from DT-treated mice,
were used for each RNA extraction. The cells were centrifuged and lysed in 1 mL of Trizol
(Invitrogen, Saint Aubin, France) and RNA was extracted according to the recommended
methods. Additional adsorption step on silica matrix (RNeasy, Qiagen) was performed when
indicated using manufacturer’s recommended conditions, eluted RNA samples were ethanol
precipitated and then dissolved in 5 μl RNase-free water. The RNA concentration was deter-
mined on a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer and correlated with the PLT count.

For RNA stability assays, 5 times fewer PLTs were used. Leukocyte- and erythrocyte—
depleted PLTs were counted, suspended in a mixture of Tyrode’s albumin buffer and DMEM cul-
ture medium (1/1, 300 000 PLTs/μL) and incubated at 37°C for the indicated times. The PLTs
were then centrifuged and 100 μL of Trizol reagent was added. Purified MS2 RNA (550 ng/108

reticulated PLTs, Roche Applied Sciences) and 1 μg glycogen (Roche Applied Sciences) were
added in the extraction reagent. The extracted RNA was dissolved in water (1 μL/6.8 106 PLTs)
and analyzed on a Bioanalyzer 2100 using an RNA 6000 Nano Kit (Agilent). For each sample,
the following parameters were derived: the total amount of RNA, proportional to the surface
under the RNA curves (SRNA), and the time corrected surface under the MS2 peak (SMS2). Since a
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Bioanalyzer analysis of MS2 RNA indicated that 67% of the RNA species lay under the MS2
peak, the surface under the curve which corresponded to purified PLT RNA was SRNA- SMS2/
0.67. To compensate for the experimental variability of the RNA extractions and to compare the
samples at each time point (t), we calculated the ratio R(t) = [SRNA- SMS2/0.67]/SMS2. The per-
centage of remaining RNA in PLTs at each time point was determined using the ratio R(t)/R0.

For experiments with megakaryocyte RNA, lineage-negative bone marrow cells were differ-
entiated in megakaryocytes as previously described [56]. On day 3 of the culture, 80% of the
cells were MKs and, RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent and quantified on a Nanodrop
spectrophotometer.

Reverse Transcription and Quantitative PCR
At each time point of the RNA stability assay (time 0, 2, 4, 6 and 24 h, 4 independent RNA
from 7 106 platelet (containing control MS2 RNA, 5.50 ng/106 PLTs, see § RNA extraction)
experiments), was reverse transcribed using 4 μL iScriptTM Reverse Transcription supermix
according to the manufacturer instructions (20 μL final volume, Bio-Rad). Quantitative PCR
assays were run in SsoAdvanced™ universal SYBR1 Green supermix (Bio-Rad) on a Bio-Rad
CFX96 (95°C 30s, followed by 40 cycles 95°C 5s, 58°C 30s). The couples of oligonucleotides for
MS2, 28S and beta actin were GCAATGCAAGGTCTCCTAAA / AGAAAGATCGCGAGG
AAGAT, CCGAAGTTTCCCTCAGGATA / CCAAGACCTCTAATCATTCGC and GAG
AAGATCTGGCACCACACC / GCTGGGGTGTTGAAGGTCTC, respectively. Data were ana-
lyzed using CFXManager 3.1 software (Bio-Rad). For each couple of oligonucleotides, quadrupli-
cated calibration curves were first generated from amplification curves of 1/50, 1/500, 1/5000 and
1/50 000 diluted samples. Efficiencies of PCR were deduced and used for relative quantifications.
Representative amplification curves obtained with 1/50 diluted samples are displayed on Fig 5B.
Triplicated amplification curves obtained with 1/50 diluted samples were used to deduce the rela-
tive quantities of the 28S rRNA, beta actin mRNA, andMS2 RNA (ΔCq) and then to calculate
the relative normalized expression (ΔΔCq) using MS2 RNA as reference gene and time 0 as con-
trol sample. The relative normalized expression of beta actin to 28S rRNA in different samples at
time 0 were independently calculated; of note, this normalized expression was independent of
the dilution (1/50, 1/500, 1/5000), indicating absence of strong bias (data not shown).

Human PLT Preparations
Leukocyte-reduced PLT concentrates were prepared from buffy coats containing Citrate Phos-
phate Dextrose anticoagulant, pooled from five donors, according to the good manufacturing
procedures of blood transfusion (TACSI PL kit, Terumo), but without pathogen neutralization
step. These PLT concentrates (109 PLTs/mL) were provided by EFS-Alsace in transfusion bags
containing a mixture of approximately 70% plasma and 30% Intersol1 additive. The absolute
number of residual leukocytes, determined by FC [55], was always fewer than 1 leukocyte/106

PLTs. PLT bags were incubated under slow agitation at 22°C or 37°C and at the indicated time
points, 50 mL samples were removed from the bags, The pH and gases in the supernatant were
measured immediately using an OMNI S analyzer (Roche), while aliquots of the cells were
stained with annexin V or anti-P-selectin antibodies and analyzed by flow cytometry. Samples
containing 40 109 PLTs were centrifuged at 2200g for 16 min and the pellets were resuspended
in 5 mL of Trizol and immediately frozen at -80°C.

Flow cytometry
PLT samples were incubated for 15 min at room temperature with 1 μMTO (Sigma-Aldrich)
as previously described [57] and 1 μg/mL Alexa 647-conjugated anti-GP1bβ antibody (RAM1).
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The samples were then diluted in 20 volumes of 1% paraformaldehyde and analyzed by FC
(LSRFortessa™ cell analyzer, BD Biosciences) within 45 min. The PLT gate was defined using
the strategies described Fig 3C for transfused PLTs, or alternatively S3B Fig for other condi-
tions. TObright and TOdim gates were defined on resting PLTs from control mice (S3B Fig). Rep-
resentative dot plots of TO/SSC staining are shown (S3A and S3B Fig). The fate of transfused
retPLTs in mice expressing tdTomato was determined after blood sampling and TO and
RAM1-A647 staining.

Immunostaining and analyses
PLT samples were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde for 15 min (30 000 PLTs/μL). Fixed PLTs
were allowed to sediment on poly L-lysin coated coverslips for 15 min, permeabilized in 0.2%
BSA and 0.05% saponin containing buffer, and processed for intracellular immunofluorescence
staining as usual. The anti-rRNA mAb Y10b (5 μg/mL, mouse IgG3, Novus Biologicals) was
used to label ribosomes and revealed with A647-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG. After a
mouse serum blocking step, the plasma membranes of PLTs were stained with an A488-conju-
gated anti-GP1bβ antibody. Immunolabeling was examined under a Leica SP5-AOBS confocal
microscope.

To facilitate visualization of the internal staining of PLTs, wide-field image of cells stained
with the anti-GPIbβmAb RAM1 were processed to define the positions occupied by the PLTs
(Fig 4A). Images of anti-GP1bβ and anti-rRNA labeled cells were analyzed using Image J soft-
ware to calculate the mean fluorescence intensity of the anti-rRNA labeling (per unit area) in
individual PLTs. For each condition, at least 500 PLTs were analyzed.

In situ detection of transcripts was performed using RNAscope 2.5 kit (ACDbio) and HD-
assay RED detection reagent. PLT rich plasma were prepared from saline- and DT-receiving
animals and checked by FC after TO and RAM1 labeling. Sample preparation and labeling
with transcript-specific probes were performed according manufacturer recommended proce-
dures, except for the boiling step and the counterstaining with hematoxylin that were omitted.
Briefly, PLTs were fixed for 60 min at 37°C in 10% Neutral Buffered Formalin. Fixed PLTs
were then washed in PBMC-Wash (ACDbio), subsequently suspended in 70% ethanol (30 000
PLTs/μL) and cytospun on SuperfrostTM Plus glass slides (Thermofisher) coated with Cell-
Tak (Corning). Then, cells were treated for 30 min at 40°C with the protease reagent, before
staining with mouse beta actin- or ubiquitin C-specific probes, or the negative control probe
(dapB, Bacillus subtilis). Hybridized probes were revealed using alkaline phosphatase and HD-
assay RED substrate, then slides were washed in water and PBS. Immunofluorescence was per-
formed as usual with 10 μg/mL Alexa 488-conjugated RAM1 mAb, leukocyte nuclei were
stained with DAPI (140 ng/ml), samples were mounted in ProLong™ antifade reagent, then
bright field and fluorescent images were acquired with a Leica DMI4000 microscope. Images
were acquired with a Photometrics CCD camera (Cool-SNAP HQMonochrome).Micrographs
were processed with Image J, the numbers of RAM1+ cells, positively stained or not with RNA
probes, were manually counted. In the case of the analysis of actin transcripts, cells strongly
labeled with the actin mRNA probes but poorly labeled with RAM1 mAb, likely corresponding
to PLTs based on the bright field micrographs and the absence of associated DAPI fluores-
cence, were also counted. For each condition, between four to six series of images were
analyzed.

Transmission electron microscopy
PLT and bone marrow samples were fixed for 60 min in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer con-
taining 2.5% glutaraldehyde. The samples were then rinsed and post-fixed for 1 h at 4°C with
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1% osmium tetroxide in the same buffer. After additional washing in sodium cacodylate buffer,
the samples were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethanol and embedded in Epon.
The resin was polymerized at 50°C for 2 days. Ultrathin sections (100 nm), stained with lead
citrate and uranyl acetate, were examined under a CM 120 BioTwin electron microscope (120
kV).

Megakaryocytes were counted on whole transversal sections of TEM preparations and the
mean numbers of cells per section and per square of the grid were calculated, giving an estima-
tion of the mean density of MKs per unit area (corresponding to one 14,400 μm2 square of the
grid) [58]. MKs at stages I, II, III and IV were identified according to their distinctive ultra-
structural features. Stage I corresponded to 10 to 15 μm diameter cells with a large nucleus,
stage II to 15 to 30 μm diameter cells containing PLT-specific granules, stage III to mature
MKs displaying a well-developed demarcation membrane system with well-defined PLT terri-
tories and a peripheral zone, and stage IV to naked nuclei.

Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using Graphpad Prism 5 software. One or two way ANOVA followed by a
Bonferroni post-hoc test, or t-tests, were used, depending on the number of conditions.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Increased MK density after recovery. PF4-cre-iDTR mice received four daily adminis-
tration of saline (-DT, upper row) or DT (+DT, lower row). Four days after the last dose, bone
marrow were flushed from femurs, fixed and analyzed by TEM as described in the methods.
Stars indicate MK nuclei. Scale bar, 20 μm.
(PDF)

S2 Fig. Ultrastructure of TObright platelets.Washed platelets from saline or DT-treated F1
iDTR x PF4-Cre mice were fixed and processed for Epon embedding and microscopy analysis
as described in the main section of the article. Representative views of cells from saline- (-DT)
and DT-treated (+DT) animals are shown. ER, endoplasmic reticulum; G, Golgi apparatus; N,
nuclear remnants. Scale bar: 1μm.
(PDF)

S3 Fig. Specificity of TO and Y10b labeling. (A) Washed PTLs (200 000/μl) from DT-treated
mice were stained as described in the main section (i.e. incubated with TO and A647-conju-
gated RAM1 mAb, then fixed and analyzed by flow cytometry, Standard staining). Alterna-
tively, PLTs were fixed in paraformaldehyde and permeabilized in PBS containing 0.05%
saponin, 0.2% BSA, before staining with TO and A647-conjugated RAM1 mAb, and then, ana-
lyzed by flow cytometry (Fixed and permeabilized); alternatively, the fixed and permeabilized
PLTs were incubated for 30min at room temperature in absence (-RNase) or presence (+-
RNase) of RNase A (100 μg/ml), stained with TO and A647-conjugated RAM1 mAb and then
analyzed by flow cytometry. PLT gate was defined using FCS and RAM1 parameters (not
shown), then TOdim and TObright subsets were defined using two combinations of gates
adjusted for the analysis of control PLTs, one for PLTs stained under standard conditions (left
dot plots), the other for fixed and permeabilized PLTs (other dot plots. Representative dot
plots of TO/SSC staining are shown, the percentage of TObright platelets and the MFI of TOdim

and TObright PLTs are indicated (n = 3). (B) To check the impact of PLT degranulation on TO
staining, A555-conjugated RAM1, A647-conjugated anti P-selectin mAbs (0.5 and 1 μg/ml,
respectively) and 1U/ml of thrombin were added to washed platelets (30 000/μl). PLTs were
incubated 10 min at 37°C, after which recombinant hirudin was added (10U/ml). PLTs were
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then labeled with TO and analyzed by FC using the standard protocol. Two combinations of
gates, adjusted for the analysis of resting or activated control PTLs were designed (right dot
plots). Percentages of TOdim and TObright subsets among all PLTs and, their respective MFIs,
are indicated. Activated PLTs were analyzed using the two different types of gates. Histograms
represent the MFI and the percentages of resting (R) or activated (A) TOdim and TObright PLTs
from saline- or DT-treated animals (white and grey bars, respectively). Homogeneous and dot-
ted bars correspond to analyses using the gates adjusted for resting or activated PLTs, respec-
tively. Results are the mean ± SEM in three independent experiments. (C) On day 8, washed
platelets from DT-treated mice were fixed, permeabilized and stained with the mAb Y10b as
described in Fig 4. Alternatively, the permeabilized platelets were treated at room temperature
for 30 min with RNase (100 μg/mL) in permeabilization buffer, before staining with Y10b as
described in Fig 4. Micrographs of immunostained platelets were processed as described in Fig
4 and identical parameters were used for image acquisition and processing. Scale bar: 10 μm.
(PDF)

S4 Fig. Phenotype of platelets incubated in vitro. (A) Washed platelets from saline- or DT-
treated mice were incubated in vitro at 22°C or 37°C for the indicated times (see Fig 3A). Acti-
vated GPIIbIIIa expression was determined by flow cytometry and the percentages of positive
cells are shown. (B) Washed PLTs from DT- treated animals were fixed and processed for
Epon embedding and microscopy analysis as described in the main section of the article. Two
preparations were analyzed, freshly isolated PTLs or PLTs incubated at 37°C for 24h in Tyrode
albumin buffer/DMEM (50/50) medium. Damaged platelets are denoted with asterisks.
(PDF)

S5 Fig. Control of leukocyte and erythrocyte depletion.Washed platelets were depleted of
erythrocytes and leukocytes as described in the methods. At each step, the platelet preparations
were stained with an Alexa-488-conjugated anti-Gp1bβmAb (RAM1), Alexa-647-conjugated
control IgG (table, C) and anti-erythrocyte (Ter119) or anti-leukocyte (30-F-11) mAbs and
analyzed by FC. Gates corresponding to platelets (P), erythrocytes (E) and leukocytes (L), as
defined before depletion (upper row), were applied to the other staining combinations after
depletion (lower rows). For the samples obtained after two depletion steps, at least 106 events
in the platelet gate, defined on the FSC-A/ Gp1bβ dot plot, were acquired before analysis. The
numbers of events in the P, E and L gates are indicated and the figure shows the analysis of a
representative erythrocyte- and leukocyte-depleted platelet preparation.
(PDF)

S6 Fig. Quality of RNA extracted from in vitro-differentiated MKs and control or retPLTs.
RNAs from in vitro-differentiated MKs or from leukocyte- and erythrocyte-depleted PLTs
were Trizol extracted and further purified on silica matrix and then quality-checked using a
Bioanalyzer 2100 and an RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent). On day 8 of the protocol, as described
Fig 1A, PLTs from saline- and DT-treated mice were analyzed. (A) Representative profiles of
RNA from in vitro differentiated MKs and PLTs from DT- or saline-treated animals. (B) Dis-
tribution of RIN and 28S/18S RNA values from retPLTs. (C) Percentage of retPLTs vs 28S/18S
RNA ratio plot. (D) Percentage of retPLT vs platelet RNA content (fg/platelet). The y values
are represented on a two-scale axis, a log2 scale up to 1 fg/platelet and a linear scale from 5 to
45 fg/platelet. For DT-treated animals, each RNA sample (n = 7) corresponds to one mouse,
while for untreated animals each sample (n = 7) was extracted from a platelet pool from 4–6
mice. Before RNA extraction, platelet counts were recorded using a Scil Vet abc plus hematol-
ogy analyzer and the percentage of TObright platelets was determined by FC.
(PDF)
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